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Designed by us, reimagined by you, Albion 

systems furniture is handmade entirely in the  

UK to an almost infinite range of combinations. 

This is British craftsmanship made to last, for 

spaces that need to deliver.

Albion is our own collection of desking and 

meeting tables designed for an environment  

where every square foot of office usage is 

scrutinised, and every component functionally 

necessary and aesthetically considered.

With a 15-year warranty on all structural 

components and fully bespoke finish options, 

Albion is designed to be simple, tough, beautiful 

and totally customisable.
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FRAMEWORK

WORKSTATION

Goalpost A-Frame

Hoop Studio

Sit-StandHub
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FRAMEWORK

MEETING TABLES

Goalpost A-Frame

Hub Pedestal

Mix
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FRAMEWORK

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

The Albion range utilises the inherent flexibility of a 

telescopic beam system to enable the construction 

of a multitude of layouts and configurations, from 

workstations to meeting room tables, using the 

minimum number of stock components possible.

Albion can be fitted with fixed or sliding top bridges, 

and provides excellent cable management when 

utilising the optional large capacity drop down  

cable tray and central mass cable riser. 

All Desking is 740mm high with 25mm thick top, 

featuring a 60 x 40mm solid steel tube profile  

with 15mm floating gap.

ACCESSORIES

The Albion system is a fully resolved system, 

capable of being assembled in a vast range of 

configurations, and is available with an extensive 

range of smart accessories. These include  

a selection of cable management,  screens,  

return beam kits and power & data. 

FRAME COLOURS AVAILABLE

BLACK WHITE RAW STEEL
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TOPS

For MFC ply edge option please add ‘/PLY’ after the MFC finish code – e.g.: MFC/BLK/PLY  

For contrasting edge details, add the corresponding code after the MFC finish code – e.g.: MFC/WH(BLK)

STANDARD MFC FINISH

MFC/BLK Black 

Egger U999

MFC/ANT Anthracite 

Kronospan U164

MFC/LGRY Light grey 

Kronospan U112

MFC/SG Stone grey 

Egger U727

MFC/WH White 

Egger W980

MFC/BB Bavaria beech 

Kronospan D381

MFC/OW Opera walnut 

Kronospan D481

MFC/TW Tiepolo walnut* 

Kronospan D8953

MFC/MAP Maple 

Kronospan D375

MFC/PC Portofino cherry* 

Kronospan D2236

MFC/NNE Natural noble elm* 

Kronospan D5500

MFC/GNO Grey nebraska oak 

Egger H3332

MFC/GCO Gold craft oak* 

Kronospan K003

MFC/VO Verade oak* 

Kronospan D0305

MFC/LSO Light sorano oak 

Egger H1334

MFC/LO Lugano oak 

Kronospan D687

* Please check with Sales person for lead time before placing order. 
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TOPS

BESPOKE OPTIONS

Alongside the flexibility of our Albion system, 

we are also able to provide a wide range of fully 

bespoke table tops to fit a variety of different 

looks, requirements and budgets. 

SOME OF THE FINISHES AVAILABLE

MFC 

Formica Laminate 

Forbo Linoleum  

Veneer 

Nanotech Laminate 

Solid Wood 

Distressed Wood

Featuring a variety of edge details and cable 

access solutions, there is very little we can’t 

achieve. We have a wealth of samples available  

to view in our London showroom. Please contact  

us to arrange a visit. You are most welcome to use 

our space for meetings with clients and designers 

to discuss any projects you have.
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GENERAL CARE 

TOP / MFC LAMINATE 

All MFC products can be easy cleaned with a damp 

cloth and a mild soap or detergent if necessary, and 

buffed dry with a clean cloth.

Never use abrasive powders or scouring pads to 

clean stubborn marks. In extreme circumstances 

a mild alcohol product can be used, however this 

must be followed by a damp cloth soaked in water 

ensuring no alcohol residue is present afterwards

TOP / FORMICA LAMINATE

Please refer to the top material supplier's instructions: 

http://www.formica.com/en/us/products/formica-

laminate#documentsTab

TOP / FORBO FURNITURE LINOLEUM

Please refer to the top material supplier's instructions: 

https://www.forbo.com/flooring/en-gl/products/

linoleum/furniture-linoleum/bnare2#panel_104

TOP / FENIX NTM 

Please refer to the top material supplier's instructions: 

http://www.fenixforinteriors.com/en/

download#Technicalinformation

TOP / WOOD FINISHES

The fine finish applied during manufacture is a hard 

protective lacquer resistant to moderate heat and 

spillages of some beverages, but not alcohol. All 

spillages should be wiped off immediately with a 

slightly damp cloth to avoid any permanent staining. 

For general routine cleaning simply dust and wipe 

your veneered surfaces with a soft, damp lint free 

cloth and dry immediately using a soft clean cloth. 

Always wipe surfaces in the direction of the wood 

grain. 

We strongly advise against the use of wax or spray 

polish on lacquered veneered surfaces, as a build up 

of polish will eventually damage the finish and cause 

unsightly patches. 

More stubborn stains can generally be removed by 

applying a mild, lukewarm non abrasive soap solution 

using a soft lint free cloth, gently rubbing over the 

stain working up a thin lather. Take great care not to 

apply too much liquid and remember to always rub in 

the direction of the wood grain and dry immediately 

using a clean soft cloth.

The shade and grain of wood veneers vary, this is 

not a fault but just part of the appeal and beauty of 

natural wood veneers.

To minimise the risk of damage please take some 

simple precautions...

- Use coasters under glasses and hot mugs.

- Don’t place potted plants on a wooden surface 

unless kept in a watertight container and take 

extreme care when watering.

- Wood is susceptible to bruising and scratching so 

use protective pads under any equipment.

- Sunlight can damage wooden surfaces so avoid 

over exposure to direct sunlight. Fit blinds where 

necessary to diffuse the light.

- Avoid exposure to excessive heat from a fire, 

radiator or local high temperature light sources.

FRAMEWORK

Albion frameworks are considered to be 

maintenance free, however the following should 

be observed during the frames lifetime: Where 

cleaning of the frame is required a mild detergent 

solution should be used. The use of harsh 

abrasives, acids, alkalis or bleaching products 

is not recommended. Following these simple 

maintenance procedures will enable trouble free 

use of the frame.

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Ensure no liquid is allowed to access the power 

modules, should this happen isolate from the 

electrical supply immediately and consult a 

qualified electrician.

SCREENS

Vacuum your fabrics regularly to prevent build-up 

of dust and dirt on the fabric surface.

Get to spills and stains quickly. Mop up the excess 

liquid using kitchen roll or a damp cloth. Then 

clean using upholstery shampoo, detergent or 

hand wash. 

Always use a branded upholstery shampoo. 

Alternatively, both wool and polyester can be dry 

cleaned. 

For spill or stain prone areas, a stain repellent 

finish can be applied to certain fabrics. 

Alternatively, choose a wipe down upholstery 

solution.

DESKING & MEETING
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MFC PRODUCTS

All MFC products can be easy cleaned with a damp 

cloth and a mild soap or detergent if necessary, and 

buffed dry with a clean cloth.

Never use abrasive powders or scouring pads to 

clean stubborn marks. In extreme circumstances 

a mild alcohol product can be used, however this 

must be followed by a damp cloth soaked in water 

ensuring no alcohol residue is present afterwards.

METAL COMPONENTS ON FURNITURE

In most cases our storage is designed with a certain 

element of steel and aluminium. This area of our 

furniture is protected and painted with a baked on 

paint process. All these surfaces are resistant to dirt 

as well as liquids. However liquids can discolour 

and stain the paint if left untreated as well as cause 

damaged chromium plated and lacquered steel 

surfaces.

We recommend cleaning with a damp cloth and 

washing-up liquid, followed by a clean damp cloth, 

ultimately ensuring the metalwork is dry afterwards 

by buffing with a dry cloth. 

In extreme cases a thorough cleaning may be 

required. We advise cleaning using methylated 

spirits.

Never use scouring powder to clean the product - this 

will damage the surface area pattern and also leave 

a white residue. Followed by a clean damp cloth, 

ultimately ensuring the metalwork is dry afterwards 

by buffing with a dry cloth.

STEEL / POWDER COATING

We recommend that metal cabinets be cleaned with 

warm water and a mild environmentally friendly 

detergent solution. A damp cloth can be used to 

remove dust particles. Do not use abrasive or solvent 

based cleaners as that may permanently damage the 

paint finish.

LOCKS

We advise that the locks are kept clear of any 

material other than the key they have been 

supplied with. Every 18 months, we recommend 

that the lock is re-oiled in some way by using a 

form of WD40 to make sure the mechanism and 

lock bolts kept in full working order. 

All keys should be kept dirt free and also cleaned 

down, to make sure no objects of any sort are 

introduced internally into the lock housing.

Please note that a Master & Barrel replacement 

key are kept in stock for future reference.

GENERAL CARE 

STORAGE MFC / STEEL
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ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT & WARRANTY

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Workstories Ltd does not hold any formal environmental accreditations for Albion systems furniture framework, 

however, the management team takes the company’s social and environmental responsibilities very seriously. It is 

manufactured in a newly constructed purpose built facility, which houses some of the most up to date, energy efficient 

fabrication equipment available. This includes online powder coating with closed loop powder recovery, robotic 

welding, and automated all electric, 'lights out' laser and turret punching profiling equipment. The factory subscribes 

to the principles of lean manufacturing, and as a consequence produces very low quantities of waste materials. Any 

waste materials that are produced including steel, aluminium, timber, cardboard and all plastic packaging are sent for 

recycling. The management team believe that our impact upon the environment is minimal, and would invite anyone 

to come and inspect our operation. Please study the chart below detailing our recycled framework content figures:

Albion MFC table tops factory has been audited and found to meet the requirements of standard(s) FSC-STD-50-001 

(Version 1.2) EN and FSC-STD-40-004 (Version 2.1) EN for FSC Chain of Custody Certification (Certificate start date: 19 

March 2014 / Certificate expiry date: 18 March 2019)

WARRANTY

Workstories Ltd offers a fifteen year warranty from the date of delivery on the Albion range, unless otherwise stated. 

This applies only if products have been used within and by standard office conditions. Wear and tear must be 

expected from normal use and are not covered by the warranty.

Workstories Ltd reserves the right to refuse replacement or repair if we feel that the product has been abused or has 

been accidently damaged by another party. Workstories Ltd also reserves the right to attempt to repair any damaged 

or faulty products before a decision is made to replace them. In this case, we shall not be liable for any loss occurred 

by the distributor or customer during this period. Workstories Ltd will not be liable whatsoever for any consequential 

damage, loss or other expenses whether arising out of contact, negligence or otherwise. Any alterations to our 

products in any manner will automatically nullify any guarantees offered by Workstories Ltd.
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PRICES 

All prices in GBP exclusive of VAT.  

This price list supersedes all previous price lists.  

Valid from 01.05.2018. 

Errors & Omissions Excepted – whilst we have made great 

efforts to ensure the price list includes accurate data, it  

may contain a number of errors or missing information. 

If you are in doubt, please check before ordering. 

Special quotations are valid for 30 days unless  

otherwise agreed. 

STANDARD DELIVERY TIME 

Bestuhl, M.A.D & United Strangers ranges (except M.A.D 

tables and bespoke upholstery items) – available from stock, 

delivery within 10 working days. Please enquire about stock 

levels before ordering. 

Albion (and above exceptions) – 5-6 week leadtime.  

Sourcetec – on application

Extended delivery times may occur due to circumstances  

out of our control.

CONDITION OF DELIVERIES 

Our standard delivery is free of charge for orders with a 

value of £500.00 or above – tailgate between 9am-5pm 

Monday to Friday, to one UK mainland address. Delivery  

of orders under £500.00 will be charged at £50.00.

M.A.D chairs and stools & United Strangers products come 

pre-assembled.        

Albion systems furniture, M.A.D tables, Bestuhl task and 

meeting chairs are delivered for self-assembly. We offer  

a delivery & installation service if required, P.O.A. 

It is the purchaser’s responsibility to ensure that building 

access is adequate before ordering: furniture cannot be  

cut down or segmented once manufactured. 

Should it be apparent that goods are damaged/faulty in any 

way, the recipient/customer must inform the supplier within 

48 hours of receipt.

CHANGE/CANCELLATION OF ORDERS 

Any change or cancellation of orders on products available 

from stock is possible up to 2 weeks prior to delivery, 

provided no assembly service was requested. 

Amendments or cancellation of orders for other products  

will incur charges once order has been acknowledged. 

Postponing the requested delivery date of an order will  

be subject to storage fees. 

For further information regarding change/cancellation of 

orders, please feel free to contact your sales representative.

WARRANTY

Workstories Ltd offers a one year warranty from the date 

of delivery on electrics, two years on the United Strangers 

range, five years on the Bestuhl & M.A.D ranges and fifteen 

years on the Albion range, unless otherwise stated. This 

applies only if products have been used within and by 

standard office conditions. Sit-Stand actuators are not 

covered by the warranty.

Wear and tear must be expected from normal use and 

are not covered by the warranty. 

Workstories Ltd reserves the right to refuse replacement 

or repair if we feel that the product has been abused 

or has been accidentally damaged by another party. 

Workstories Ltd also reserves the right to attempt to 

repair any damaged or faulty products before a decision 

is made to replace them. 

In this case, we shall not be liable for any loss occurred 

by the distributor or customer during this period. 

Workstories Ltd will not be liable whatsoever for any 

consequential damage, loss or other expenses whether 

arising out of contact, negligence or otherwise. 

Any alterations to our products in any manner  

will automatically nullify any guarantees offered  

by Workstories Ltd.

CONDITIONS OF PAYMENT 

First two orders with new accounts require pro-forma 

payment, to be cleared before dispatch. 

For large orders, a deposit may be required (terms  

to be discussed with your sales representative). 

Standard terms are 30 days net from invoice date, 

within credit limit agreed upon account application. 

Interest will be charged for non-payment. All goods 

remain the property of Workstories Ltd until payment  

is made in full.  

GENERAL TERMS 
Please send your purchase orders to: orders@workstories.com



Parchment House, 

13 Northburgh Street,  London,  EC1V 0JP

info@workstories.com

workstories.com

020 3735 5224


